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We would like to wish a Merry Christmas to all of our readers who follow the Western Calendar.  

We wanted to make this wish and prayer for you on next week’s report, but we already have a 

good idea as to what that report will cover, and there will be little merry about it.  But still, may 

the peace and joy of Christ’s birth be in your hearts, despite all! 

Our report this week (please click here to read) has several items of interest, here is a sample: 

 Australian Christians have come under increased attack after Parliament passed same sex 

marriage legislation. After the passage of the non-binding referendum, Christian leaders 

had expressed hope that Australia would be more enlightened than other Western nations 

and would pass exemptions for conscience in catering to such marriage ceremonies.  

Alas, the parliamentarians who promised such exemptions did not even try to amend the 

bill before passage 

 UN peacekeepers in the Democratic Republic of the Congo were massacred by forces 

unknown, and a local priest in the area of conflict listed the possible suspects and motives 

 A retiring Greek archbishop complained about anti-Christian actions of the government. 

The complaint revolved around immigration policy, which is certainly a prudential matter 

with plenty of opportunity for Christians to disagree, but the government minister in 

question proceeded to call the archbishop unchristian. Not strong evidence of persecution 

by itself, but another archbishop spoke about how the government has been using the 

lastest financial crisis to reduce clergy assignments at parishes (and thereby demonstrates 

once again the negative side of state-sponsorship of Christian churches) 

 Christians from various denominations in Indonesia united to oppose increasing 

radicalization in the country 

 A bishop in Nicaragua said “Today we are unfortunately living in a society interested in 

the production of paralytics. There are people and groups of power committed to keeping 

people with mental paralysis, in which the dominant ideology tries to avoid at all costs 

that people think freely and make discernment with moral depth” 

That last quote may be the most meaningful. The child Jesus was born in a situation where 

paralysis was rejected. At every point His parents and admirers choose action rather than 

inaction. A place was found for the birth, shepherds and Magi left responsibilities behind to 

adore, prophets spoke truth in the Temple, flight was made to Egypt. We too are so tempted with 

paralysis. Let us pray for the means to reject it: pray for knowledge, inspiration, and even for the 

friendship needed to face today’s events in the certainty that we act for the sake of many others, 

even for children and babes. 
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